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6 Abstract—The appearance of fabric motion is suggested to affect the human

7 perception of bending stiffness. This study presents a novel spatial augmented

8 reality, or projection mapping, approach that can visually manipulate the perceived

9 bending stiffness of a fabric. Particularly, we proposed a flow enhancement

10 method that can change the apparent fabric motion by using a simple optical flow

11 analysis technique rather than complex physical simulations for interactive

12 applications. Through a psychophysical experiment, we investigated the

13 relationship between the magnification factor of our flow enhancement and the

14 perceived bending stiffness of a fabric. Furthermore, we constructed a prototype

15 application system that allows users to control the stiffness of a fabric without

16 changing the actual physical fabric. By evaluating the prototype, we confirmed that

17 the proposed technique can manipulate the perceived stiffness of various

18 materials (i.e., cotton, polyester, and mixed cotton and linen) at an average

19 accuracy of 90.3 percent.

20 Index Terms—Spatial augmented reality, projection mapping, visual perception,

21 stiffness manipulation, apparent motion

Ç

22 1 INTRODUCTION

23 THE bending stiffness of a fabric is an important indicator for deter-
24 mining its comfortability, thus influencing a person’s purchase deci-
25 sions. In the textile industry, the bending stiffness of garments is
26 intensively considered to provide customers with appropriate
27 impressions. When designing a garment product, investigating the
28 optimum bending stiffness requires many physical samples with dif-
29 ferent bending stiffness values.Hence, preparation for this evaluation
30 is often difficult for a designer. A customer also faces difficulty when
31 searching for a garment product with the required stiffness because
32 the available number of products in a retail shop is only limited.
33 Researchers have attempted to address this issue, particularly
34 for the garment industry, by applying augmented reality (AR)
35 technologies that allow customers to explore different clothing
36 appearances without requiring the actual fabric. This technology is
37 called “virtual fitting room” [1], [2], [3]. Systems that can capture a
38 customer image and display him/her on a computer monitor with
39 different clothes are synthesized by either computer simulation or
40 image-based rendering techniques [4]. However, synthesizing fab-
41 rics with physically accurate flexible behaviors generally requires
42 expensive computational costs. Thus, realizing an AR system that
43 can manipulate the stiffness parameter of displayed fabrics in real
44 time is technically challenging. Moreover, displaying the images
45 on a computer monitor also degrades the reality of fabrics owing to
46 the limited dynamic range, field of view, spatial resolution, and
47 parallax representation of computer monitors.
48 This study adopted a different approach from the above-
49 mentioned video see-through systems. We propose a novel spatial

50augmented reality (SAR), or projection mapping, technique, in
51which users can directly observe the augmented fabrics with their
52eyes, thus minimizing the reality degradation of the fabrics. The
53main challenge of this study is evaluating whether the proposed
54method that modifies the fabric’s apparent motion with projected
55imagery is suitable for manipulating the perceived bending stiff-
56ness of a fabric. Considering the optical flow of a fabric motion,
57which is significantly important to estimate the fabric stiffness for
58the human visual system [5], [6], we generated projection images
59by magnifying or reducing the optical flow. We refer this process
60as flow enhancement method. We conducted a psychophysical
61study to investigate the relationship between the magnification fac-
62tor and perceived stiffness to derive a computational model that
63can predict the perceived bending stiffness of the fabric under pro-
64jection in our flow enhancement method. In addition, we estab-
65lished a prototype application system called FleXeen to validate our
66computational model by using practical fabric behaviors. The pro-
67posed concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.
68In summary, this study provides the following contributions.

69� We introduced a novel SAR approach that manipulates the
70perceived bending stiffness of a fabric in real time by using
71an optical flow enhancement technique.
72� Through a psychophysical study, we investigated the
73relationship between the magnification factor of our flow
74enhancement method and the perceived stiffness of a
75fabric.
76� On the basis of the study result, we established a computa-
77tional model to predict the perceived stiffness under the
78flow enhancement projection.
79� Subsequently, we developed a prototype system that
80allows a user to accurately control the perceived bending
81stiffness and confirmed its feasibility via a user study.

822 RELATED WORK

83Computer vision and computer graphics researchers have esti-
84mated the visual appearance and mechanical properties of physical
85garments, from a captured image sequence of a cloth simulation
86[7], [8] or image-based rendering [9], [10]. Recently, Sigal et al.
87demonstrated how each material parameter in computer animation
88software affects the perceived stiffness of a synthesized garment
89animation [11]. Bi et al. explored the correlation between the cloth
90deformation patterns under external forces and how humans esti-
91mate the mechanical properties of a fabric [6], [12]. Bouman et al.
92demonstrated that a regression model that applies fabric motion
93features can accurately estimate human perception of fabric stiff-
94ness [5]. Their results suggested a possible connection between the
95fabric’s apparent motion and the perceived stiffness. Motivated by
96these studies, we believe that manipulating the perceived stiffness
97of a physical fabric by modifying its apparent motion is possible.
98Researchers in the AR community proposed video see-through
99systems that augment a fabric by estimating its deformation and
100mapping various textures to it in real time [13], [14], [15]. Fabric
101augmentation was realized in projection-based approach as well
102[16], [17], [18]. Essentially, these systems change the surface
103appearance (i.e., reflectance property) of augmented fabrics. To the
104best of our knowledge, no existing study has attempted to modify
105the apparent motion of fabrics to manipulate its perceived stiffness
106by using projected imagery.
107Apparent motion modification by using SAR approach has been
108explored in various application domains. Bermano et al. proposed to
109augment an animatronics head [19]. Various simulated dynamic
110expressions, which cannot be reproduced physically on an anima-
111tronic head owing to its mechanical limitations, are reproduced
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112 visually byprojectingmissing visual components of the target expres-
113 sions, including motion onto the skin of the head. This research
114 assumes an offline computation of target expressions in a dark envi-
115 ronment. However, we do not share these assumptions. Thus, the
116 previous technique is not directly applicable in our research. In our
117 application scenario, the projection visual effects should be dynami-
118 cally generated in real time while the projected fabrics are moving.
119 Moreover, the projection should be performed in a relatively bright
120 environment (e.g., a retail shop, showroomor fitting room).
121 Kawabe et al. proposed to deform physical objects perceptually,
122 such as printed paper, by projecting only the motion flow informa-
123 tion onto the objects [20]. The illusory effect of leveraging the charac-
124 teristic of the human visual system that processes texture and
125 motion information separately worked quite well even under ambi-
126 ent light condition. Inspired by this concept, we developed our
127 visual effect to ensure that it works in bright environments. How-
128 ever, previous research assumed that projection objects are static,
129 while projecting dynamic patterns. In this study, we investigated
130 whether we can modify the apparent motion of a moving fabric
131 through an SAR technology by magnifying or reducing its optical
132 flow tomanipulate the human perception of its bending stiffness.
133 Basic SAR technologies generally fall into two categories (i.e.,
134 geometric correction and radiometric compensation) (see [21] for
135 more details). Apparent motion modification is an emerging tech-
136 nology, which can be the third technological category in the SAR
137 research field. This study can be a pioneering work that shows the
138 usefulness of such emerging technology in practical application
139 scenarios. Notably, the motion of a projection target can be modi-
140 fied easily when radiometric compensation works perfectly and
141 the appearance of the target can be manipulated accurately. How-
142 ever, we assumed that the system is used under bright conditions
143 where radiometric compensation techniques do not work appro-
144 priately. In this study, we investigated a nontrivial and challenging
145 issue—How can we modify the apparent motion to change the
146 human perception of fabric stiffness without applying the radio-
147 metric compensation techniques in bright environments?

148 3 VISUALLY MANIPULATING THE PERCEIVED BENDING

149 STIFFNESS OF FABRICS

150 In this section, we described the proposed method, which manipu-
151 lates the perceived bending stiffness of fabrics by changing its
152 apparent motion by using projected imagery. First, we explained
153 the detailed information related to the proposed flow enhancement
154 method and its motivation (Section 3.1). Second, we described a
155 psychophysical study conducted to investigate the relationship
156 between the magnification factor of our flow enhancement and per-
157 ceived bending stiffness of a fabric (Section 3.2). Finally, we pro-
158 pose a computational model that computes the magnification

159factor to provide a target bending stiffness perception for a human
160observer (Section 3.3).

1613.1 Flow Enhancement

162Previous studies have identified a relationship between the fabric
163apparent motion and fabric bending stiffness [5], [12]. The relation-
164ship between the fabric motion and the perception of its bending
165stiffness has been examined via a psychophysical experiment
166through a computer graphics simulation [11]. The results revealed
167that large motion causes the participants to perceive a fabric to
168have less bending stiffness and vice versa. Inspired by these works,
169we focused on controlling the perceived bending stiffness by
170directly modifying the fabric motion.
171We prepared a flow enhancement visual effect for modifying the
172apparent motion of fabrics to alter the perceived bending stiffness.
173The flow enhancement is generated by applying simple image-
174processing technique to a captured image sequence of fabrics. Thus,
175it can be performed in real time by using a standard personal com-
176puter (PC). We captured the fabrics by using a near infrared (NIR)
177camera to ensure that the measurement is not disturbed by the pro-
178jection image. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed flow enhancement
179method to modify the apparent motion of a fabric by applying an
180optical flow analysis technique. A textile could be made to appear
181more flexible by exaggerating the optical flow patterns.
182Previous research applied the optical flow technique to identify
183and emphasize the motion of continuing image sequence [23].
184Inspired by this work, we applied the optical flow technique to
185enhance the apparent motion of fabrics. Particularly, the effect is
186generated as follows. First, we compute the optical flow of the cap-
187tured sequence to acquire the displacement map of each frame
188[24]. Second, we multiplied the displacement with the magnifica-
189tion factor kf . Third, we deformed the original captured image
190with the enhanced displacement map to generate the projection
191imagery. Consequently, the speed of the fabric apparent motion
192increases when kf > 1:0 and decreases when kf < 1:0. Fig. 2
193shows an example sequence of the projected results and their opti-
194cal flow visualizations of the one without visual effect and the
195other with the proposed method, respectively. In this example, the
196hue indicates the orientation and the saturation indicates the mag-
197nitude of the motion flows, thereby demonstrating that the pro-
198posed method can enhance the apparent movement of the fabric.
199Note that our technique follows marginal statistics where the
200motion field in each time t is independent from one another (see
201Bouman et al. [5] for details).

2023.2 Psychophysical Study

203To achieve our goal, we conducted a psychophysical study to
204investigate the relationship between the magnification factor of
205our flow enhancement and the perceived bending stiffness of the
206fabric. We superimposed the flow enhancement visual effect to a
207projection object—a cotton fabric with no texture, which was peri-
208odically moved using two servo motors.

2093.2.1 Procedure

210The task performed by the participants of the study was a magni-
211tude estimation of the perceived stiffness of the fabric. In each trial,
212we showed each participant two videos on an LCD display side by
213side: one displaying a moving fabric onto which a flow enhance-
214ment was projected (i.e., target) and the other displaying the same
215fabric onto which a uniform gray image was projected (i.e.,
216reference). Each participant was asked to watch these videos for 30 s
217and to rate the perceived bending stiffness of the target. To cali-
218brate the participant’s perception with regard to magnitude, we
219asked the participants to rate the bending stiffness of the target by
220comparing the reference with stiffness of 100. If the perceived

Fig. 1. Proposed concept: A fashion designer (or customer) can easily explore a
fabric with desired stiffness. The figure illustrates that the proposed system pro-
vides the user with the perceived stiffness of a cotton on the linen dress.
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221 bending stiffness of the target was more flexible than the reference,
222 a score greater than 100 was rated and vice versa.
223 We prepared three projection conditions by setting various
224 magnification factors of the flow enhancement kf , i.e., kf ¼ 0:2,
225 kf ¼ 5:0, and kf ¼ 7:0. These factors were adopted from a prelimi-
226 nary experiment. In each projection condition, we conducted two
227 trials with different physical movement speeds (i.e., fast and slow)
228 of the projection object. Thus, three conditions by two trials is equal
229 to six experimental conditions. In each condition, we recorded two
230 videos (target and reference). We simultaneously played these two
231 videos on the LCD monitor side by side. Note that the LCD has
232 some image quality degradations compared to projection-based
233 augmentation as discussed in Section 1. The aim of this study, how-
234 ever, is to develop a computational model that predicts the percep-
235 tion of the bending stiffness, in which having no variance in each
236 stimulus is preferable. Thus, we recorded the projected fabrics and
237 showed the same appearances to all the participants. Each trial
238 was conducted in randomized order among the participants.

239 3.2.2 Experimental Setup and Participants

240 We initially explained the experimental environment used for
241 recording the videos and we then described the psychophysical
242 study in detail.
243 An NIR camera (PointGrey Flea3 FL3-U3-I3S2M-CS with an
244 IR pass filter, 1024� 768 pixels, 30 fps) was installed 950 mm in
245 front of the fabric to observe the fabric motion. A projector (NEC

246NP-L51WD, 1280� 800 pixels, 70 Hz, 500 ANSI lumens) was also
247installed close to the camera such that it faced the projection
248object (Fig. 4b). Regarding the projection object, we prepared a
249100 percent cotton fabric (3M superfine cotton, white color,
250500� 500 mm) hanging on a steel bar. Four strings were hooked
251onto the fabric on the left and right sides. Two of them were pulled
252by two servo motors (TowerPro Standard SG-5010) (Fig. 4a). The
253servo motors were used to generate physical movement of the fab-
254ric to ensure that it periodically swayed from left to right. These
255motors were controlled by a digital circuit board (Arduino Uno)
256connected directly to a PC (CPU: Intel Core i7 950 3.07 GHz, RAM:
25714 GB, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GT720). The movement speeds
258applied to the fabric were 1.11 and 0.37 cycles/s as the fast and
259slow movement conditions, respectively. Furthermore, we covered
260part of the sample fabric with a black color cover set to ensure that
261the edges of the object were not visible and the participants
262focus only on the apparent motion of the fabric. As explained in
263Section 3.1, the flow enhancement was generated from a captured
264NIR video sequence, which was then superimposed back onto the
265fabric. Although the fabric texture may be not visible in the cap-
266tured NIR video sequence owing to the restricted captured wave-
267length, we found that the wrinkle of the fabric caused by our IR
268illumination was evident from the NIR camera. Therefore, we
269applied the wrinkle information as the motion features in the opti-
270cal flow computation. Subsequently, we used a consumer-grade
271video recorder (Sony Handycam HDR-CX700V, 1920� 1080, 60p)
272to record the projected results. We recorded the all videos under
273all eight conditions ((three parameter values + one reference) × two
274different movement speeds) in a normal-light environment
275(180 lux without projection). The recorded videos were used for
276the study without further editing.
277Twenty-one unpaid participants (17 males and 4 females, age
278between 22 and 27) were recruited from a local university. The par-
279ticipants had no idea about the purpose of the experiment and had
280normal or corrected to normal vision. We used a 23-inch LCDmon-
281itor (resolution: 1280� 1024 pixels) to display the recorded videos.

Fig. 2. Example of the flow enhancement method projected on a pure white 100 percent cotton fabric. To visualize the difference between the motion flow of original
motion and the one that superimposed with flow enhancement, we computed the motion flow by using the method described in [22] between each of the two frames,
such as frame sequences 0 and 2. In this example, the hue indicates the orientation and the saturation denotes the magnitude of motion flows. For the motion representa-
tion, please see supplementary video, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TVCG.2018.2871044.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the flow enhancement method to modify the apparent motion
of a fabric by applying the optical flow analysis technique.
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282 The distance between the participants and the monitor is approxi-
283 mately 400 mm. The experiments were conducted in a dark envi-
284 ronment (4.7 lux without projection and monitor display) to ensure
285 that the participants will focus only on the experiments. Note that
286 no specific instructions regarding the viewing position were given
287 to the participants.

288 3.2.3 Results

289 Fig. 5 shows the means and interquartile ranges of the participants’
290 subjective magnitudes of the proposed flow enhancement method.
291 The two-tailed paired t-test showedno significant difference between
292 the mean subjective magnitudes of the slow and fast movement tri-
293 als. Therefore, we conducted a statistical analysis without discrimi-
294 nating the estimation results. We applied the one-way ANalysis Of
295 VAriance (ANOVA) to the experimental results to determine
296 whether any relation exists among the means of each parameter
297 value. The analysis showed the main effects Fð5;120Þ ¼ 9:18; p < 0:01.
298 A post-hoc analysis was performed using the Bonferroni method for
299 the pairwise comparisons among the magnitude estimation results
300 of each parameter. The pairwise comparisons showed significantly
301 different stiffness perceptions among all kf (p < 0:01).
302 Therefore, we can manipulate the perceived bending stiffness of
303 the fabric by applying the flow enhancement technique. Further-
304 more, the effect monotonically increased the perceived stiffness

305according to the parameter increase. Moreover, a simple paramet-
306ric function is possible to well approximate the data.

3073.3 Computational Model

308We created a computational model to calculate the best magnifica-
309tion factor for the flow enhancement to accurately manipulate the
310perceived bending stiffness. By using this model, we can manipu-
311late a user’s bending stiffness perception of a fabric relative to the
312target. To achieve this, we performed the regression analysis to
313estimate the relationship between the magnification factor kf of the
314flow enhancement and the perceived bending stiffness cf . In addi-
315tion, we employed a linear regression model that provides the best
316fit to the flow enhancement result in our case. Consequently, we
317obtained the following equation

cf ¼ kf þ 11:6859

0:1447
; (1)

319319

320where R2 ¼ 0:70 and cf represents the perceived bending stiffness
321from the flow enhancement. By inversely using this model, we can
322determine the magnification factor kf to achieve the desired per-
323ception of the bending stiffness cf .

3244 APPLICATION AND EVALUATION

325We implemented an application system by considering the practi-
326cal use of the proposed technique. Subsequently, we evaluated
327how accurately the proposed computational model can manipulate
328the perceived stiffness of various fabric types by using the applica-
329tion system.

3304.1 Application

331We implemented the curtain application by applying the proposed
332technique to the fabric hanging on a steel bar (Fig. 6). In this applica-
333tion, we assumed that the fabric moves non-periodically under the
334airflow or by a user interacting directly with the fabric. We believed
335that the proposed application has the potential to improve design
336investigation processes, in which a designer can freely examine var-
337ious sample garments with varying bending stiffness. Moreover, a
338customer can easily search for a fabric product that has the desired
339bending stiffness without changing the physical fabric.

3404.2 Evaluation

341We evaluated how accurately the computational model manipu-
342lated the perceived bending stiffness of various fabric materials rel-
343ative to the target stiffness perception. The fabric materials are pure
344cotton (different from that in the psychophysical experiment),
345polyester, and mixed of cotton and linen (5 percent cotton and

Fig. 4. System configuration: (a) fabric movement controller setup, (b) prototype system for psychophysical study.

Fig. 5. Boxplot result of the subjective magnitudes of the perceived bending stiff-
ness. The whiskers represent the highest and lowest values within 1-3 times of the
interquartile range.
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346 25 percent linen). The surface color of the fabrics was uniformly
347 pure white. We prepared two experimental conditions, namely,
348 interaction and airflow, in which the non-periodic movement was
349 generated by participant’s hand and airflow was generated by an
350 electronic fan, respectively.

351 To compare the applications with the baseline, we recorded the

352 reference videos in advance for the evaluation. We hung each fab-

353 ric on a cloth hook and attached two strings on the left and right

354 sides, to which two servo motors were connected, respectively,

355 similar to the setup described in Section 3.2.2. Each fabric was

356 moved by the servo motors at the speed of 0.9 cycles/s. This move-

357 ment was recorded in a normal light environment (190 lux without

358 projection). The recorded videos were utilized as the evaluation

359 baseline without further editing.
360 The magnification factor of the flow enhancement was deter-
361 mined as follows. Suppose that cf is the target perceived bending
362 stiffness of each fabric material. We determined cf from the mini-
363 mum and maximum values of the perceived bending stiffness for
364 the proposed method in the psychophysical study (Section 3.2.3).
365 Thus, we assigned cf ¼ 90, cf ¼ 120, and cf ¼ 140 as the target per-
366 ceived bending stiffness magnitudes. Then, we calculated the mag-
367 nification factor kf from cf by using the computational model (i.e.,
368 Equation (1)). In summary, the target perceived bending stiffness
369 values cf are 90, 120, and 140, and the computed magnification fac-
370 tor kf are 0.97, 5.76, and 8.33, respectively.
371 Nine unpaid participants (six males and three females, age
372 between 24 and 29) were newly recruited from a local university.
373 The participants had no idea about the purpose of the evaluation
374 and had normal or corrected to normal vision. Each participant
375 was asked to watch the video (reference) and freely observe the fab-
376 ric setup on the curtain (target). We used a 23-inch LCD monitor
377 (1280� 1024 pixels) to display the baseline video. The distances
378 between the participant and the monitor and between the partici-
379 pant and the curtain were 400 and 700 mm, respectively. Thereaf-
380 ter, we asked the participants to rate the perceived bending
381 stiffness of the target. To calibrate the participants’ perception
382 regarding the magnitude, we asked the participants to rate the
383 bending stiffness of the fabric by comparing the reference with the
384 stiffness of 100. Note that no specific instruction related to the
385 viewing angle was provided.

386 4.3 Results

387 Fig 7 shows the means and interquartile ranges of the perceived
388 bending stiffness obtained from the participants. We computed the

389mean error of the perceived bending stiffness from the target per-
390ceived bending stiffness relative to the magnitude estimation result
391for each fabric material.
392Based on the experimental results, the errors of the cotton fabric
393were 9.2 and 5.2 percent, that of the polyester fabric were 10.7 and
3948.3 percent, and that of the mixed cotton and linen fabric were
39518.2 and 8.7 percent, for the user interaction and airflow, respec-
396tively. In summary, the average error was 9.7 percent. Therefore,
397the proposed flow enhancement method can manipulate the per-
398ceived bending stiffness of various materials (i.e., cotton, polyester,
399and mixed cotton and linen) at an average accuracy of 90.3 percent.
400It seems that the participants consistently indicated that the
401material was less stiff when they interacted with it directly. Hence,
402we applied a two-way ANOVA to the results in each magnification
403factor. The result showed no main effect in the fabric movement
404difference (Fð1;52Þ ¼ 10:0; p ¼ 0:09 in the magnification factor of
405kf ¼ 0:97; Fð1;52Þ ¼ 11:1; p ¼ 0:06 in kf ¼ 5:76; and Fð1;52Þ ¼ 13:6; p ¼
4061:14 in kf ¼ 8:33). Therefore, no statistically significant difference
407was observed between the interaction and airflow conditions.

4085 DISCUSSION

409This section discusses the contributions and limitations of the pro-
410posed method.

4115.1 Contributions

412The evaluation results suggested that we can manipulate the per-
413ceived bending stiffness by using our computational model with
414an average accuracy of 90.3 percent relative to the target perceived
415bending stiffness. We believe that the proposed visual effect (i.e.,
416flow enhancement) can provide a promising framework for the
417perceived bending stiffness manipulation in various application
418fields. Particularly, our ideal application can support designers in
419designing a garment product with a desired bending stiffness prior
420its actual fabrication. One of the advantages of our technique
421is that this application can work under normal environmental
422lightings.

Fig. 6. Example of the application: The curtain system generates a non-periodic
movement of the fabric with either the fan or direct user interaction with the fabric.

Fig. 7. Boxplot of the perceived stiffness. Dashed and straight lines indicate the
original and predicted bending stiffness magnitudes, respectively.
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423 In summary, this research provides the following main scien-
424 tific contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the
425 first attempt to explore the advantage of an SAR approach to
426 manipulate the bending stiffness perception for specific application
427 scenarios by enhancing the fabric motion appearance. The pro-
428 posed approach allows users to observe the augmented fabrics
429 with their eyes in a physical environment, consequently minimiz-
430 ing the reality degradation of the fabrics. Our flow enhancement
431 method works based on a simple image-processing technique, thus
432 enhancing the optical flows. Furthermore, our approach is applica-
433 ble to both periodic and non-periodic fabric motions with a wide
434 movement speed range. We also demonstrated the usefulness and
435 accuracy of the proposed method to control the bending stiffness
436 perception through the application of various fabric behaviors
437 (e.g., airflow and user interaction). Therefore, this application
438 framework can be used by a designer or customer to achieve a
439 good fabric impression and to design best fitting clothes.

440 5.2 Limitations

441 The proposed method has three primary limitations.
442 First, our flow enhancement relies on a general-purpose optical
443 flow detection method [24]. This method requires robust features
444 of the surface texture to estimate the displacement among succes-
445 sive frames. Although many fabric types have textures that provide
446 such robust features for optical flow detection, some types do not
447 exhibit any texture, especially the ones with pure white color.
448 Thus, accurately estimating the deformation displacement is diffi-
449 cult. An existing solution for this problem is to paint the fabric
450 with an invisible marker that can be selectively detected using an
451 IR camera, and does not distract projected results in the visible
452 spectra [17]. Users must observe the projected result without notic-
453 ing any IR markers. However, the painting of the fabrics with
454 markers indicates the involvement of additional process, which are
455 not preferable in some application scenarios. In addition, our
456 method multiplies the motion field with the defined magnification
457 factor. We mapped the multiplied motion field with a captured
458 frame and projected it onto the fabric. Consequently, a shaky image
459 appears when a large movement is detected. In our experiment, a
460 fabric repeatedly moves from left to right directions, and a shaky
461 image often appears with the direction change of the fabric move-
462 ment. Meanwhile, this limitation can be addressed by adopting a
463 motion prediction technique such as Kalman filter and adding a
464 regularization term to our model. However, with the proposed
465 flow enhancement method, the result showed that artifact does not
466 affect the participants perceived stiffness. Apart from this limita-
467 tion, our approach might fail in glossy textiles because the intensity
468 of the reflected light on a glossy textile abruptly changes with even
469 a slight motion. Furthermore, our current implementation only
470 considers the 2D optical flow from perspective of the camera,
471 which would not work in scenarios with 3D garments, in which
472 the user and camera viewpoints differ significantly.
473 Second, from the evaluation results, a mixed cotton and linen
474 fabric provided lesser accuracy than the other fabrics. Hence, we
475 regarded this result as one of the limitations of the proposed tech-
476 nique. Considering the physical properties of the fabric, a mixed
477 cotton and linen fabric has higher density (i.e., difficult to bend)
478 than the other materials used in the evaluation. Thus, the motion
479 of this fabric was less than the other fabric types under the same
480 parameter value, which was sometimes too small to be detected by
481 the camera in the experimental system. A possible solution to this
482 issue is to apply a motion magnification method to detect the slight
483 apparent motions of the fabric [25], [26], or pre-calculate an offset
484 parameter value. Such techniques, however, are computationally
485 expensive in general and would not be applicable to interactive
486 systems that require real-time computations. We also considered
487 the limitation of our choice to use only “perceived bending

488stiffness” in our system. The “bending stiffness” is an objective
489physical property that can be quantified for the materials at hand.
490This can be the reason why the prediction of our computational
491model based on a single material did not work accurately in vari-
492ous materials. Thus, it is an interesting and worthwhile future
493work to employ a more systemic approach as similar to the one
494used in previous works [11].
495Our spatial AR approach has advantages in design support
496applications as described in Section 5.1. However, a significant lim-
497itation of this approach is the color mixing (or crosstalk) between
498the projected image and the fabric texture. We intend to further
499investigate to address this artifact by applying radiometric com-
500pensation techniques [27] in our future work. SAR systems have
501another limitation, that is, latency. A prior investigation revealed
502that the latency of more than 6 ms is perceivable by human observ-
503ers in interactive SAR systems [28]. A promising solution is to uti-
504lize a high-speed (1,000 Hz), low-latency projector [29], which is
505commercially available recently and already used in several
506dynamic projection mapping systems [30].

5076 CONCLUSION

508We introduced a novel SAR technique that visually manipulates
509the bending stiffness characteristic perceived by a user who is
510observing a physical fabric. The proposed method is based on a
511simple image-processing technique, which does not require any
512physical simulations that lack computational time. Thus, the
513proposed method worked interactively in real space and can sat-
514isfy the real-time motion computation requirements. We pro-
515posed the projection visual effect to enhance optical flow, which
516is called flow enhancement. Through a psychophysical experi-
517ment, we investigated the relationship of the magnification fac-
518tor and perceived the bending stiffness for manipulating the
519perceived bending stiffness of a fabric. In addition, we derived a
520computational model from the linear regression analysis that
521can calculate the magnification factor of visual effects to provide
522the required bending stiffness perceptions. We established an
523application that we used to evaluate the accuracy of the pro-
524posed computational model. The results demonstrated that the
525perceived bending stiffness of a fabric can be manipulated with
526an average accuracy of approximately 90 percent relative to the
527target perception.
528The experimental results confirmed that our flow enhancement
529method can be applied to certain types of fabrics (i.e., cotton, poly-
530ester, and mixed cotton and linen) with a specific magnification
531factor range from the computational model. Moreover, we believe
532that our computational model would work in other types of fabrics.
533We will investigate its applicability in our future work.
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